[Construction and properties of a microbial whole-cell sensor CB10 for the bioavailability detection of Cr6+].
A microbial whole-cell biosensor CB10 for the bioavailability assessing of Cr6+ was constructed by molecular biotechnology. The regulatory gene and promoter of CB10 was from the chromium resistance system of plasmid pMOL28 from Cupriavidus metallidurans CH34, and the reporter gene of CB10 was luc which was derived from Photinus pyralis. Finally, its response characteristic was discussed under different incubation conditions e. g. pH and temperature. The results showed that a microbial whole-cell biosensor CB10 had been successfully constructed which could respond to Cr6+ within 30 min, with a LOD for Cr6+ of 2 micromol x L(-1). When the incubation concentration of Cr6+ was between 20 micromol x L(-1) and 200 micromol x L(-1), the luc activity of the CB10 biosensor was in linear correlation with the concentration of Cr6+. When the concentration of heavy metal was in the range of 10-50 micromol x L(-1), the response of CB10 was relatively more specific. Moreover, high concentrations of Pb2+, Mn2+ and Sb2+ could also induce CB10. By analyzing the response characteristic of CB10 biosensor, we could draw the conclusion that 15-30 degrees C and pH 4-7 were appropriate for CB10, and 30 degrees C and pH 7 were the optimal conditions for the incubation of the CB10 biosensor. The microbial whole-cell biosensor CB10 for the detection of Cr6+ was fast-responding, specific, sensitive and stable under various conditions. In prospective, it could be used in the fast detection of Cr6+ in water and assessment of the bioavailability of Cr6+ in soil.